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ABSTRACT

Rccfnt suc~essfs of seismic exploration
techniques, reiinements of signal
enhancement, filtering, and general digital seismic processing have generated
a computer expertise in this branch of the industry.
During 1969 several service bureaus will offer digitizing of well logs at prices
a full order of magnitude cheaper than the industry has previously experienced.
This removes the main deterrent to a reconnaissance-in-force of computer analysis techniques.
This is accompanied by a software and hardware capability that can put
expanded computer power at the log analyst’s command. Advances in Time
Series Analysis of random processes, such as recorded by logs, allow new
opportunities for smoothing, correlation and classification.
In addition, graphic
output hardware permits prcscntation of easily-correlated continuous, coloured,
01’variable density plots and so on.
Through the Kansas State Geological Seminars and similar events, geologists
have become Exposed to a number of mathematical and statistical techniques
and programs previously used by other professions. These facilitate summarizing of data (Statistical Analysis) and the exposure of residuals or differencfs
(Data Analysis).
The methods automate the sorting out of a large number of
variables into more meaningful trends, the recognition of relations between
variables and groups of variables, and the discernment of anomalies. They are
directly applicable to well log measurements both vertically in the borehole and
horizontally over an area.
This paper illustrates techniques which concentrate on the curves themselves
and field empirical data for the self-determination of calibration and interpretation coefficients.
INTRODUCTION

After a decade of less than universal popularity, computer analysis of
well logs is enjoying a quiet resurgence. The original deterrent of cost
is being solved.
a) Digitizing costs, traditionally
are now at .07c or less per foot.

of the order of lc per point or foot,

b) Computer costs, on large-scale scientific
those of ten years ago.

machines,

are l/40

of

c) Scientific programs of a general nature are available at nominal
cost; specific log analysis programs can be developed on a joint basis
at prorated cost.
The remaining deterrent, accuracy, is both a severe problem and a
cause for use of valuable statistical techniques. A given number of inaccurate misreadable logs are already in the hard copy files. These plus
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added ,variations will entei’ the computer data bank. Since such data
is more out of sight, it is more out of mind. The usual mental corrections of the practical log analyst will not rescue it.
Precautions are needed both during the digitizing puxess, and after
it, to screen and adjust bad input data. Man-machine graphic interaction
is an effective approach. “Graphic” can mean hard copy curve or tabular data or transient data such as an Oscilliscopc display. Such precautions can USEand benefit two general classes of statistical processing: Time Series Analysis and MultivarPAnAMETRIC
DATA
iate Analysis.
Data can be of many types: non-numeric, fully
deterministic, random and so on. Well log data is of
NON
a difficult class: it is non-deterministic
(no formula
DtTEPMlNlSTiC
can rigidly describe it or predict it); it is non-stat,ionary (the statistical characteristics of a parameter
can change significantly with depth) ; and it has both
NON
a depth-varying
mean and a depth-varying
meanSTATIONARY
squared (Fig. 1). Such data needs the full power of
modern Random Data Analysis techniques if one is
TlME
properly to determine information
content, achieve
WWNG calibration properly and make reasonable interpolaMEAN
ANCJ
MLL~N
SOUR tions, predictions, classifications and correlations.
L1
Since lqgs traverse radically different geological events and yield nonstationary data, a single curve cannot calibrate itself.
Ensembles of
several simultaneous curves are needed for self-calibration and interpretive purposes. Even then, results are subject to a statistical variability
of certainty or confidence which should be accounted for and displayed.
The special techniques of Time Series Analysis (1) are used in many
disciplines: acoustics, astronomy, vibration engineering, communications,
nuclear physics, and the life sciences. Happily, oil industry seismic
departments have bsn particularly
active in this field, with the advent
of digital seismic recording and processing. Digitized well logs can be
submitted, with caution, to the seismologist, for an intrigxdng battery
of massages and analyses.
For purposes of speed and economy, the seismologist has turned from
the time domain to the frequency domain. He deals now in Fourier
Transforms, with Power Spectra, Phase Spectra and so on. These spectra
use the analysis of a signal into frequency components. They depict
the amplitude or power of a given frequency rather than of the resultant complex wave. In logging parlance, time is a rough equivalent of
depth and frequency is a transform of bed thickness.
There is an
advantage in supplementing the complex wave amplitude domain. Amare often difficult, imprecise and
plitude “picture layover correlations”
unconvincing, particularly
for subsections of a larger major event.
In achieving signal enhancement or suppression, the seismologist uses
a variety of study, design and filtering techniques that can be helpful
in log analysis.
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Meanwhile in the Life Science laboratories of the world, psychologists,
biologists and other non-logging researchers have developed statistical
procedures almost ideally suited to log data analysis.
(2) These techniques are concerned with data screening, summary, exposure of differences, classification and correlation.
They are used to determine underlying trends and characteristics not obvious in individual observations
or series. Where an individual characteristic
varies for cases that in
all other measured respects seem identical, it takes on a range of statistical distribution
and is a variate.
The distribution
may be deterministically related to some unmeasured set of characteristics beyond the
scope of investigation.
Nevertheless, it is capable of estimation, with a
given probability,
by fewer criteria.
To develop the distributions
and
then the interrelationships
of those values which are observed, a multiple
series of cases and a multiple group of parameters are simultaneously
This constitutes
“Multivariate
Analysis”
and is clearly
measured.
applicable to the measurement at many depths of several characteristics
as in well logging.
A blend of Time Series Analysis and Multivariate Analysis can achieve
the following:
*Log data screening
*Log data smoothing and enhancement
l Log
data calibration
* Log data Time Series Analysis
l Formation
correlation
* Formation classification
*Data summary and exposition
Before this is attempted some preliminary preparations must be made.
Pre-Digitizing
Edit
Exact depth correlation and scale calibration during the pre-edit can
be unduly time-consuming on a batch processing basis. Both operations
are absolutely essential! however, at some point (3). Much can be said,
though, for accomplishmg exact correlation and calibration after digitizing rather than before. For one thing, this eliminates a source of confusion for the digitizer.
In addition, the new aids which are available
after the data is capable of machine processing are powerful and can
be self-learning hence, in a given project, automatic (4).
Digitizing
Digitizing should be carried out with a conscious precision requirement.
This can have regard to both relative error and absolute error. Clearly
one or two ohm-m of absolute error is tolerable at high R,, but not at
low R,. On the other hand, if relative error is the only guide, an undue
absolute error at high values might result. Both criteria should be used
and possibly C.W.L.S.-S.P.W.L.A. standards should be set as technical
guidelines.
Digitizing can be checked by techniques listed below.
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Plotback
All digitizing, at this point in time, requires a verification plotback.
Tabular maxima, minima and means are useful checks. Depth and
various specific values require checking especially at scale changes.
Various degrees of plotback range from a mechanical pantograph, through
an unedited layover check, to a depth corrected and log value processed
plotback.
The latter is the most reassuring, but cannot be a layover.
The former are called “echo” plots. While they confirm cursor values,
they do not reassure as to edited recorded values.
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Storage and Retrieval
After tape or card acquisition of digitized data, a system of some kind
Figure 2 shows one such
can be used for data storage and retrieval.
system. This is a sub-program system adapted to small main programs
and core storage of a small number of parameters over a small interval.
In this system, a large number of processing subroutines can be called
to operate on one group of parameters at a time. The system is for
small jobs or for giving a full treatment to one well at a time. Where
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larger amounts of data, a larger main program with only a few processing steps are to be used, for batch processing of the same parameters
for a large number of wells, an “overlay method” is appropriate.
Such
a system does (sequentially) one specific operation on a variety of input
data, whereas the subroutines system does a variety of operations on one
specific parameter set. The former might prepare all histograms first,
then do all Compares, then move on to a new process. The latter would
do an individual histogram and Compare, then move on to new data.
An overlay schematic is shown in Figure 3.
Both approaches can call in or present output to larger special programs. Such programs would include Time Series Analysis, Multivariate Analysis, Classical Log Analysis, and detailed plot, tabular, and map
output. Many Multivariate
and Time Series Analysis programs require
data in multiplexed format, thus require a multiplexing subroutine. Such
systems facilitate storage, retrieval, study, comparison and calibration
of data prior to entry into manipulative programs.

Depth Adjustment
Prior to scale adjustment, a precise automatic depth correlation can
be made. This can be achieved through standard cross-correlation techniques after normalizing or a binary method can be used (4). The latter
method converts logs to binary representations thus eliminating
the
effects of outliers, etc. This step can catch otherwise unsuspected shifts,
such as those due to mismemorizing or inscription point variations.

Initial Scale Verification
Initial calibration can make use of local judgments as to maxima, minima, mean, lithology, legitimacy of trends, shape and position of histograms and spectra cross-plot studies and so on. The histogram, crossplot, spectra approaches are shown on Figure 3B.

Data Screening
A further preliminary step is to screen outliers or wild shots so as to
permit better determination of a mean. Another problem is to replace
missing or bad data to permit continuous processing. One method of
doing this is to replace such data by a mean value taken over a specific
appropriate interval.
In this step, noise spikes can be smoothed or clip
ped. A smoothing subroutine is required if data with incompatible intervals is being used. For example, raw core analysis must be smoothed.
On the other hand, correlation might be improved if certain logs were
sharpened to match unsmoothed curves of a smaller pickup span. It is
a question of compromise as to what data is best suppressed or enhanced.
From these, trends can be detected and removed if not believed. Linear
shifts or ratio corrections can be approximated and made through “transgeneration” routines.
Plotting, layover and cross-plotting approaches
are simple but powerful.
They can show unreasonable scale effects, the
likelihood of gas and so on when known clustering or trends are compared with regional standards.
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A further guide, on a regional basis, is a full Analysis of Variance
comparison between curves and wells, and a comparison routine.
A
“Compare” can use a coefficient of correlation, absolute average difference, difference versus depth, difference frequency distribution
and so
on. Its purpose is to make a non-lagged running comparison between
two curves. These could be the same curve digitized at different times,
a statistical repeat, an overlap, or different curves within a well or similar curves between wells.

Time Series Analysis
A time series is a series of parameter amplitudes versus a time base.
The parameter varies as a function of time. Roughly speaking, depth
is a function of time with certain well-known exceptions and variations.
Consequently a short depth series can be treated in a manner similar
to a time series. In Fourier Analysis, the series may be a function of
time, phase angle or distance. There are inherent dangers in practice.
For example, beds representing a given time interval may thicken or
thin. Faults and unconformities may occur. Nevertheless, in a general
way, the principles of Time Series Analysis may be applied to space
series. Since the rewards of applying this analysis to depth series outweigh the pitfalls, the techniques are here to stay. Harbaugh (5) has
demonstrated excellent log fitting by Fourier series.
A sequence of Time Series Analysis manipulations is shown in Figure
5. These can all be achieved in a good seismic processing centre. Benefits include understanding of the underlying frequency components, COTrelation, smoothing, enhancement or “sharpening,”
spacing reduction,
spacing enlargement, classification, characterization
of curves by frequency, amplitude and phase content, correlation between curves and
between wells, simulation for model studies and so on.
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A generalisation of the seismic approach is “Random Data Analysis.”
A system for performing this is shown in the “MAC/RAN”
example of
Figure 4 (Measurement Analysis Corporation-Los
Angeles). This basic
system performs many of the essentials of log data analysis. Preliminary treatments include determination
of the statistical properties of
the data, normalisation
(subtraction of mean, division by std. de”.),
trend removal and pre-whitening or filtering.
Its add-on feature might
accommodate classical log analysis subroutines and additional programs.
Seismic data massaging includes normalising and calibration techniques similar to the requirements of log analysis. The art of designing
proper filters promises removal of several old-time severe geometric
characteristics and distortions.
The suppression of noise or distracting
high frequency allows much easier correlation as does, on the other
hand, the enhancement of quiet curves and pickup span matching.
All
of these are accomplished by the design of proper “operators.”
The determination of statistical properties is comparable with usual
analysis of variance.
Because of the simplification
in assuming data
to be stationary, this is most usually done. In log work, this would
require dealing with short sections that do not traverse transitions,
interfaces and major events. Use of the more sophisticated techniques
for non-stationary data is possible, and holds hope. It has not yet been
facilitated by readily-available
computer programs.
Normalization
is a desirable prerequisite to certain operations.
It
does, however, remove, segregate or destroy information which can be
useful in classification.
One would have to consider the mean and variance figures.
In the normalizing process, an anomalous high or low
value could affect both the mean and variance.
If the anomaly were
noise or an outlier, it could be removed during screening. On the other
hand, this might represent the destruction of good information unless
it were preserved for “examination of outliers.”
All of this points out
the sensitivity of correlation to amplitude effects when stationarity
is
not preserved. For this reason, some researchers prefer binary correlations which do not weight high and low outliers or distribution tails.
When the frequency domain is entered, low or high frequencies can
have a dominant effect on spectra. For this reason, certain components,
including linear trends, should at times be removed for spectral work.
In well logs, trends can be either legitimate (shaliness, saturation, lithology, etc.) or illegitimate
(instrumentation,
borehole environment, geometric effects). If legitimate trends must be removed to obtain usable
spectra, this again represents a removal of information which must be
considered in some other way.
Filtering for spectral analysis offers intriguing
help for log analysts.
Filters may either smooth or suppress or they may sharpen. This is
comparable with pickup span shortening or lengthening.
Consequently
filters properly designed can shorten some log spans and lengthen others
such that they conform to a standard, say 1 foot. The simplest case is
core analysis. It would represent a destruction of good information to
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take this to two feet. There is something to be said for trying to make
the Neutron and Sonic conform downward to meet the one foot span.
This would represent “sharpening”
and requires care (7). The act of
filtering and smoothing can dramatically aid correlation between curves
and wells. In digital filtering, an “operator” consisting of an appropriately designed sequence of numbers is used to interact with the data.
The results of Random Data Analysis are primarily presented in the
form of Power, Phase and Amplit,ude and Cross-Spectral Density Spectra,
Gain and Phase factors of frequency response, ordinary and multiple
Coherence Functions, Probability
Density, Cross-Correlation
and AutoCorrelation functions (Fig. 5A).
Probability Delzsi,ty Functlm
give the probability that a curve will
assume a given value. It is therefore a histogram of frequency of occurrence of a given amplitude expressed in a probability scale. It gives a
probability description for instantaneous values, distinguishes data types
and exposes non-linear physical effects. The histogram approach permits checking of parameters against classical and regional standards for
calibration purposes. It also permits recognition of lithologic units and
facilitates inter-well correlation.
A Probability Distribution Fusction is equal to the integral of the
Probability Density Function and gives the probability that a value will
be less than or equal to a given value. Both the Distribution and Density
Functions may be compared with and tested against classical data
distribution patterns (e.g. tested for Gaussian normality).
An easy comparison is made on probability paper with departures from a straight
line being analysable.
Function is a lagged correlation of a data sequence
The Autocorrelation
with itself. This can reveal underlying trends as an aid to prediction.
Deterministic trends might otherwise be masked by a random background.
Cross-Correlation provides a means of measuring depth shifts and of
estimating similarity.
It can also be used to enhance recognition of a
known response which has been buried in noise.
Fourier Transforms provide a mathematical shortcut for the calculation of various random data plots. Aside from producing cheaper faster
results, they give results which can be interpreted more meaningfully.
A Fourier series allows a trigonometric simulation of complex wave forms
which can then be analysed into frequency components.
While the
original wave may be represented as a function of amplitude versus
time, it can equally well be transformed to a function of the amplitudes
of individual frequency components versus the corresponding frequencies.
Additionally the power in the frequency component is a convenient characteristic with which to deal. In a series of multiplies and adds, if the
curves in question are first transformed into a frequency representation,
comparisons can he achieved with less work. A substantial amount of
seismic work is thus now being done in the frequency domain.
Even with the advantages of operating in the frequency domain, however, seismic data processing of such events as the Alaskan earthquake
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time. Accordingly a computer program
Tukey (8) to permit “Fast Fourier Transrevolutionizing
the application of previousIn log analysis, it gives more economic
record lengths exceed 1,000 points.

The Power Spectral Density Function is a Fourier Transform of the
Auto-Correlation
Function.
As such, it contains much of the same information, but for certain applications is easier to interpret.
The main
application is to establish frequency (bed thickness) composition of data
thus describing the total system (geological unit).
This plot holds out
hope for interwell correlation.
A thickening of beds merely shifts the
spectra down in frequency without destroying pattern recognition (9).
The Cross-Spectral Densit Function is the Fourier Transform of the
It is generally a complex number requiring
Cross-Correlation Function.
two parts for description: the co-spectra and the quadrature spectra.
These functions again permit determination
of depth shifts and assist
in the design of filters or “operators” for improving correlation.
Coherence is a convenient estimate of correlation between two parameters which applies Cross-Spectral Density information
together with
Power Spectra Density. When it is zero, the parameters are completely
unrelated. When it is unity, the parameters are identical or one is the
other having proceeded through a constant parameter linear system.
Intermediate values (the oilfield case) imply extraneous noise, additional
inputs or a non-linear system. Coherence is a sensitive comparison which
may suffer from digitizer noise. For correlation purposes, data may
have to be band pass pre-filtered.

Amplitude Spectra rather than Power Spectra has been found convenient in seismic work as a means of avoiding distracting bumps on Power
Spectra which make correlation difficult.
Another appropriate thought
is the use of the logarithm of Power Spectra (10).
At this point in Time, Gain Factor, Phase Factor, Frequency Response
Function, etc. represent measurable parameters which may or may not
prove valuable. Random Data Analysis considers input, output and a
system. In the log library case, the system is the earth, input is underlying phenomena of the past and output is the geological record. The
underlying phenomena can be inferred in a regional way by taking the
concensus of many wells. The total system effect can thus be analysed
by the ensemble output of a given well. In future perhaps Random
Data Analysis will be brought to bear on instrumentation
whereby input
and output are fully studied at the instrument and the foregoing techniques are used to determine system response.
Multivariate

Analysis

A variate is a variable that does not behave in a manner precisely
predictable from other data at hand, after allowing for error.
In a
sense, it is random. In the same sense it would probably be deterministic if all relevant information were available (which is too much to
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expect). Where a set of several variates (parameters) per case (depth)
are measured and also several cases (depths) per general population
(geologic type) are measured, improved predictions can be made. The
techniques of making system predictions in this way for the purposes
of classification and correlation are called “Multivariate
Analysis.”
They
can be used both in the vertical sense within wells and in the horizontal
sense between wells (Fig. 7). In the latter case, some type of single
descriptor for a given zone and parameter would be required.
Other
approaches would be to consider offset wells to be replicates or to consider tools to be immune from the changes of measurement environment
between wells. This would allow the lumping together of regional vertical data for a concensus.
Regression Analysis falls roughly into Multivariate Procedures in that
it can deal with variates and sets of variates although it most often uses
univariable or b&variable data.
A typical example of Regression Analysis is the Humble Formula
which was the result of a Least Squares curve it. Regression is a life
science term which means that characteristics generally tend to return
to a norm. Deviations from the summary curve are called “residuals.”
While statistical analysis mainly results in proper summaries, the exposure of differences and examination of residuals wh,ich constitute “Data
Early examination of residuals exAnalysis” are equally rewarding.
poses such things as the influence of temperature and lithology on the
Neutron and so on. A scheme for examination of residuals is shown
in Figure 6.
Various criteria can be used to fit curves. The best is “maximum
likelihood,” which has hitherto been expensive. Another is the “Method
of Least Squares” which is less costly and agrees most of the time.
Estimates of original correlations of the data, degree of fit, residuals
and several other statistics emerge from Regression Analysis. Programs
are available for the fitting of a wide variety of curve types and degree
to data. Regression can thus be extended to non-linear cases and to the
inclusion of several variables and constants.
Programs have evolved
for the automatic fitting of different variables and their transforms and
their rejection or inclusion in the final model. This is called Stepwise
Regression.
A fundamental deficiency exists to this day in Practical Regression
Analysis. The classical approach assumes that only one variable is subject to error. In addition, two regression curves exist: x upon y, and
y upon x. They are different.
A suggested solution is to arrange for
the predicted variable to be dependent. A typical problem immediately
suggests itself: in transit time versus core analysis, the predicted value,
porosity, is at least as subject to error as is transit time. Furthermore
Core Analysis Porosity per se is not a dependent variable. Consequently
both variables are fallible and theory does not yet cope with this situation. There have been techniques for splitting the difference between
regression lines, but these have pitfalls.
Haseldin has proposed a new
technique (K?), as have Draper and Smith (21). In any event, once
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the proper regression line has been found, residuals when tested and
compared with other variables offer considerable information.
Multiple Regression goes beyond the two variable case. Stepwise Regression is a further refinement.
These techniques, using stratigraphic
information and core analysis constitute an essential early step in the
determination
of coefficients for Multiple Lithology Cross-Plots.
In a
given area, it allows a more appropriate weighting of log parameters
than matrix inversion.
A subsequent backwards inversion can develop
a library of lithology coefficients.
Numerical Tozonomy (17) (Figure 8) is concerned with the use of
Techmultiple quantitative
descriptors in the classification of units.
niques include Cluster Analysis, degrees of association, and several other
multivariate
procedures.
A frequently used output is the phenogram,
a tree-like diagram which shows degrees of similarity between subjects
at the individual, species! and genus levels. In oilfield practice it can
graphically show similarity
of zones vertically and areally, clustering
them into general types (Figure 8A).
““dAX
VECTOR
COMPUTATIONS

n

DISCRIMINANT

FACTOR
ANALYSIS

CLASSIFICATION
I

I

FIG. I.-Cooley & Lohnes.
More classically falling under the multivariate
definitions are the following techniques (Figure 7) which have classification and correlation
as their general aim. Classification is the art of assigning an individual
case (depth) to a parent population (lithology or reservoir type or
saturation degree). Correlation yields degrees of similarity
useful in
deciding whether a zone falls into a given class and whether it is the
equivalent of a zone in an offset well. In addition, correlation may be
used between parameters to determine their contribution
to prediction
schemes. Multiple correlation is an adjunct to Multiple Regression in
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that it describes general degree of relationship
between data while
regression provides the actual relationship and consequent degree of fit.
Analysis of Variance provides means, deviations, kurtosis, skewness,
degrees of freedom, sums of squares, mean squares, tests of significance
and so on. This permits segregation of wells and zones so that different
are not mixed when treated by methods requiring one
“populations”
general population (stationary data).
Prilzcipal Component Analysis (13) searches out natural correlations
between parameters and samples. While ten different geometric measurements will provide ten different amplitude responses, they may be
reflecting, principally, only one or two underlying themes of the system
supplying the data. The log analyst applies preconceptions to the parameters and attempts to derive a principal result, say porosity, from a
given measurement.
The principal varying causative influence, however, might be lithology.
When the data is allowed to sort itself out
without preconception, the resulting components may be recognizably
correlatable with specific characteristics.
For example, component I may explain 507:; of the variance of data
and be found to correlate with Gypsum. Component II may correlate
with porosity.
Components III through “n” may explain so little varIn any event, the technique is a recommended
iance as to be negligible.
first look at an area to determine, for example, how many minerals or
general rock types a suite of logs is capable of delineating locally.
Factor Analysis simplifies Principal Component Analysis by a reference axis rotational scheme. In so doing, some information is lost but
the resulting factors may be more easily-correlated with individual influences. Several rotational schemes are available and results vary.
Two general Factor Analysis modes are available: “Q” which studies relationships between
CArA
DfXClP”MV
samples (depths or wells) and “R” which
studies relationships between log parameters.
I
“R” mode is easier to compute because it can
comf,lrww
*wLII”*pI.TE do so card by card and does not have to comr
bNU”IIS mit all data to memory at a given time. “Q”
c2E-m
mode on the other hand classically develops
I
a large matrix and deals with it in a large
Mrs#ND
portion
of memory.
Factor scores can be
%Ec?
“ISTOWAMS/7
determined from “R” mode and reassigned
to original samples in a subsequent run for
I
plotting purposes. There is a complex difSK
ference, however, between the results thus
TAEWS
ANALIYI
derived and those directly obtained from a
Recent efforts have
“&” mode analysis.
I
determined the nature of the relationship bebNAwsII
of
“III.NCl. tween “R” and “Q” modes. This has resulted
COVAIIAWCt
in the ability to perform a large matrix “Q”
mode analysis on machines with modest
FIG. 9
memory.
UCLA BMD program
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In the well log sense, the Principal Component and Factor Analysis
techniques generate new curves. These should themselves relate specifically and meaningfully to independent formation characteristics.
On input
of ten curves with some redundancy, processing should output, say, five
non-redundant curves each with a significant meaning which must then
be assigned by further logical analysis. Evaluations of the contribution of
factors to the explanation of total variance, and regressions of these with
input parameters, can allow intelligent elimination of unhelpful logs.
Discriminant
Analysis is a mathematical
technique for segregating
values of an overlapping cloud of points and assigning them to parent
classifications.
This can extend beyond two dimensions and beyond two
parent classifications.
Given “n” measured parameters
(say 6 log
curves) and “M” parent classifications (say “tight,” “porous-wet,” “porous-hydrocarbon”)
and an assignment of the cases into parent populations, the discriminant
function that is determined can assign future
cases into reasonable populations and evaluate existing classifications.
Clearly this can be a powerful qualitative tool when several dimensions
(parameters) are available and when a backlog of data refines the discriminating
probability.
A bi-product can be the elimination
of insignificant variables.
Canolzical Analysis takes sets of parameters and relates them to other
sets providing a formula for accomplishing this. It may be found for
example that the set of core analysis data consisting of residual oil,
porosity and log of permeability
(y) correlates well with production
history.
It may furthermore
be found that a set of transformed log
values (x) correlates well with or can predict the joint set function of
core analysis values. Knowing the latter, one can predict the former
without going into individual interrelationships.
The technique is similar to regression, and creates two new variables which can be related.
The significance of the predicted variable can then be ascertained and,
if valuable, plotted or mapped. The method is a simplifying technique
that seeks a reduction of data to underlying components and offers a
“quick look” approach.
U.C.L.A. Biomed programs (Figure 9) provide many useful statistical
routines. Only a few are shown on the diagram. Various data centres
and manufacturers offer the package.
Kansas
State Geological Survey (Figure 10) at the University
of
Kansas has been publishing a large number of proved programs and
geological techniques. The Survey also sponsors pertinent Colloquia on
Trend Surface Analysis, Time Series Analysis, Classification, Sampling
and Simulation.

Application

to Cross-Plotting

The cross-plot technique of Savre, Burke, Curtis et al (14) may turn
out to be a landmark in log analysis. It opens the door to lithology
mapping of various types and can lead to recognition of various minerals.
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FIG. lO.-Kansas programs.
Using localised parameters, it can refine porosity results to varying
degrees and when coloured, it offers a striking correlative tool.
It does, however, need local coefficients and due attention to the
proper lithology mixture.
For this reason, the foregoing multivariate
techniques are a useful preliminary
(Figure 11).
The technique reveals the usefulness of a more general approach:
“Linear Programming”
(15). Linear programming is a computerizable
system of matrix algebra manipulations.
As was demonstrated in the
Chaveroo paper (161, more unknowns than knowns can be handled
through the use of slack variables, non-negativity
constraints and structural constraints.
In well log parlance, these are “rules of thumb” and
can be incorporated nicely into Linear Programming.
The term linear
need not be a deterrent providing non-normal or non-linear parameters
are transformed properly prior to use. In addition, “object functions”
may be added and can be maximised or minimized for an optimum
result. One such useful object function would be “estimate of transmitted error due to digitising: instrumentation and measurement environment.”
This consideration is an eye opener in application of present
programs. Local constraints having to do with vug index and lithology
ranges and ratios can be included. A variety of additional curves can
be added if they survive tests of significance.
In certain cases, for
example, transformed
resistivity
and transformed
radioactivity
can
help and can be automatically excluded where not helpful.
The effect
of S, and “d” can be taken into account in an iterative manner.
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Once lithology is determined, it and its derivatives (20) can be plotted
and mapped (Figures 15, 16, 17). These include measures of variation,
intermixing,
similarity with a target lithology mixture, isoliths and so
on. Such mapping can now be carried out in a fast economic fashion
by line printer, table, drum, and CRT plotter. It can include automatic
contouring, isopach calculation, sterographic, coloured and three-dimensional representation
(Figure 18). In addition three-dimensional
surface fitting techniques and exposure of residuals (Trend Surface Analysis) (18) can be used to smooth and study data areally.
All of these
are helpful in graphic visualization.
N Dimensional

S?xm?

A bi-product of the simple cross-plot, made much easier with sense
switch computers and oscilloscope displays, is rapid man-machine cluster
analysis. This allows the viewing of classified points on a two-dimensional display, the determination of definite clusters, the reservation of
that space for that population, the elimination of the classified points
and the proceeding to a view of the remaining cases by a cross-plot of a
different pair of dimsensions. Given enough dimensions (log parameters),
all points can be isolated and points in N dimensional space reserved
for the given classifications.
New points can then be tested against
the vectors and assigned with a given probability.
This then becomes
a man-machine discriminant analysis with the advantages of both. The
process has been studied and programmed
by Dr. Thomas Marrill,
President of the Computer Corporation of America, Boston, Mass.
CONCLUSION

Not long ago, Mr. H. Doll exhorted log analysts simply to keep their
eyes open to seek correlations of permeability with some transformation
or combination of log measurements. He reminisced that many important logging discoveries had been made merely by alert mental correlation. Scientists of many other disciplines are doing exactly this with
the help of computers and have developed excellent statistical and data
processing aids. These data analysis aids can be effectively used in
an integrated log analysis now that we face an abundance of computer
compatible data. The computer, too, can keep its eyes open.
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